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Reply to the Editor:

Vascular anastomosis during lung transplantation is a
critical issue that directly affects postoperative graft func-
tion. The use of transesophageal echocardiography (TEE)
to establish clear criteria for a possible size mismatch be-
tween donor and recipient pulmonary artery (PA) diameters
at the time of lung transplantation, as reported by Kumar
and colleagues1 in this study, is a method that holds great
promise for the future. We introduced 4 new PA vascular
anastomosis techniques that could be implemented upon
recognition of a size mismatch in PA diameter at the time
of lung transplantation; however, we failed to discuss how
a surgeon may optimize technique selection.2 When a size
mismatch occurs, the recipient’s main PA is often dilated;
information on the diameter of the recipient PA, before
anastomosis, on TEE may inform the surgeon’s choice. It
should be noted that the recipient PA diameter could not
be well assessed on preoperative computed tomography.

Of note, Kumar and colleagues’ systematic review asserts
that a pressure gradient>57 mm Hg, peak PA systolic ve-
locity>2.6 m/s, or PA lumen<0.8 cm on TEE following
PA anastomosis is an abnormal finding.3 One caveat here
is that despite good blood flow immediately following anas-
tomosis, the anastomosis may still incur some narrowing af-
ter chest closure, from compression by the lungs or from
other anatomical factors. In a case of post-transplant PA ste-
nosis that we encountered, the stenosis was confirmed
immediately following reperfusion, resulting in the re-
suturing of the anastomosis; however, PA stenosis recurred
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following chest closure, necessitating PA stent placement.4

In addition to compression, there is also the possibility of
thrombosis at the site of anastomosis. Moreover, there are
reports that indicate the difficulty in performing TEE at
the anastomosis of the left PA. Thus, differences arising
from the laterality of the procedure and other factors are
issues for future investigation.5

The greatest advantage of TEE is that it provides real-
time intraoperative information on the PA’s anatomy. If
we had information on the recipient PA diameter before
anastomosis, information on blood flow and PA diameter
immediately following anastomosis and reperfusion, and
clear criteria for blood flow and PA diameter immediately
following chest closure, it would enhance decision-
making and ultimately contribute to the patient’s surgical
outcome. Transplantation is teamwork among medical
and allied professionals and is not something that can be
achieved by surgeons alone. In the future, we think that
it will be paramount for cardiac anesthesiologists to
collaborate with us in determining more established transe-
sophageal echocardiographic criteria before and after
pulmonary artery anastomosis during transplantation.
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